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PARIS: In bamboozling criminal networks into embracing a bogus
encrypted messaging app, police relied on cutting-edge tech to
outflank gangsters in the sting that has become known as ANOM.
In the operation some 12,000 phones were turned into listening
devices, resulting in stunning success with more than 800 arrests
worldwide so far. But none of it could have worked without the
oldest of law enforcement ruses: An inside man tasked with win-
ning the trust of a suspicious and ruthless underworld. “Human in-
telligence at the end of the day is still needed,” said Vanda
Felbab-Brown, an organized crime researcher at the Brookings
Institute in Washington.

“What signals often give you is a technical picture, a picture
of the network. It rarely gives you strategic intelligence: how do
these people think, how do they make decisions,” she said. The
ANOM sting was devised in 2018, when the FBI infiltrated and
shut down the Canada-based Phantom Secure encryption service
that had supplied its modified phones to crime syndicates. It re-
cruited a former Phantom developer to build the ANOM service
and then made drug traffickers, arms sellers and others believe
that they were a safe option for carrying out business.

The Trojan Shield operation, carried out with Australian police,
prevented around 150 murders, foiled several narcotics shipments
and led to seizures of 250 weapons and $48 million in currency,
officials announced this week. “This is quite a honeypot,” said
Bryce Pardo, a drug crime and policy researcher at the Rand Cor-
poration, referring to systems that surreptitiously monitor and
capture network data. “I’m guessing a lot of people are smashing
their devices and probably going into hiding,” he said.

Trust no one? 
The fact that hardened criminals, hypervigilant and wary by

nature, were taken in by the sting will have others wonder whether
they can trust anybody. “It instills a very high level of insecurity
at the highest level of groups, and they will become very distrust-
ful of each other,” Felbab-Brown said. The uncertainty, the arrests
and disrupted deals are likely to pay dividends for law enforce-
ment for months. In effect, the ground has shifted under criminals’
feet-How to communicate? Are risky face-to-face meetings going
to be required more often? And how to know if the next encryp-
tion service to emerge will truly be secure?

“It makes it difficult for these groups to persist with those kind
of operations,” Felbab-Brown said. Rival groups that were not en-
snared by the ANOM deception could take advantage of the sit-
uation, expanding their operations or moving into new markets or
territory. “It certainly opens the possibility of significant changes
in the global criminal landscape,” said Jake Harrington, a former
FBI officer now with the Center for Strategic and International
Studies in Washington.

‘Primitive methods’ 
Adding a landmark technological coup to a classic sting is

likely to become standard operating procedure for police agen-
cies hoping to keep up with increasingly sophisticated criminal
networks. “This is the first time where law enforcement designed
and rolled out an encrypted chat service on its own,” Pardo said.
“That fact alone may scare other criminal groups from using en-
crypted chat services.” It will also force changes to other time-

tested techniques for underworld dealings.
A park meeting with a conspirator wearing sandals and a T-

shirt to prove he is not wearing a wire, for example, will be just as
important as enlisting IT specialists to devise new covert com-
munication techniques. For intelligence agents, figuring out how
to track deals made with bitcoins will be as essential as keeping
an eye on handovers of bags full of cash. And while ANOM illus-
trated the huge role played by new technologies, it also proved
that grooming undercover recruits remains key for making inroads
against organized crime. “We’ll be combining super-modern tech-
nologies with very primitive methods,” Felbab-Brown said. —AFP

Risky undercover work
key in ANOM police coup

‘Human intelligence at the end of the day is still needed’

Erdogan’s long arm: 
Turks arrested and 
abducted abroad
PARIS: The disappearance of a Turkish teacher in Kyrgyzstan has re-
newed claims that Turkey’s secret services have abducted scores of the
country’s citizens abroad over the past five years. The kidnappings and
forced renditions are mostly of suspected supporters of Fethullah Gulen,
the Muslim preacher who Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan
blames for a failed coup against him in 2016. Turkey has boasted that its
secret service masterminded some of the cloak and dagger operations,
with the justice minister saying 107 “traitors” had been captured abroad
by 2019.

Before Gulen became Erdogan’s arch-enemy, the elderly US-based
cleric-who denies any part in the coup-was one of his closest and most
powerful allies. Gulen’s worldwide network of schools was once an im-
portant part of Turkish soft power abroad. Here are some of the most no-
torious cases:

Bishkek mystery 
Orhan Inandi, a Turkish-born Kyrgyz citizen who used to head a net-

work of Gulen-linked schools in Kyrgyzstan, went missing on June 1. His
car was found near his home with the door open, tyres flat and with the
teacher’s phone and jacket still inside. While some 1,000 Kyrgyz security
forces search for him, his wife claims he is being held inside the Turkish
consulate in Bishkek. As hundreds protest over the disappearance in the
Central Asian capital, Kyrgyz President Sadyr Japarov visits Erdogan
Wednesday, who says the two leaders agree the Gulen movement “poses
a national security threat to both countries”. 

Nairobi coup 
Last month Gulen’s nephew Selahaddin Gulen disappears from a

police station in the Kenyan capital despite a court order banning his
extradition. He later appears handcuffed, triumphantly photographed
between two Turkish flags in Ankara. The abduction echoed the most
celebrated operation ever by Turkey’s National Intelligence Organ-
isation (MIT), when its agents seized Kurdish PKK leader Abdullah
Ocalan in Nairobi in 1999. The founder of the Kurdish Workers’ Party,
which has fought a guerilla campaign against Ankara since the 1980s,
has been held on an island prison off Istanbul since. 

Kosovo scandal 
The former head of the Kosovo Intelligence Agency, a border police

chief and a top interior ministry official are charged in February with
abusing their positions in handing over six Turks working in Gulen-
linked schools to Turkey in March 2018. The men’s families say they
were tortured on a private jet by Turkish agents on their way to Turkey.

Uzbekistan 
The same month, Turkish state media reports that two Gulenists

had been captured and returned from Uzbekistan.

Moldova five 
Europe’s top rights court condemns Moldova in June 2019 over

the “extra-legal transfer” the previous September of five Turkish na-
tionals with alleged ties to Gulen. They were put on a special plane
back to Turkey in a joint operation between Turkish and Moldovan
intelligence agencies. A report earlier this year by Freedom House
says Erdogan has pursued his “perceived enemies in at least 31 dif-
ferent countries.”

Gabon three 
Erdogan hails the MIT agents who flew three suspected members

of the Gulen movement from the west African state of Gabon after a
secret mission in April 2018.

Mongolian stand-off 
Mongolia grounds a Turkish air force jet in July 2018 after Ankara

denies claims it had tried to smuggle a Gulen-linked teacher from the
country. Veysel Akcay was seized by five men as he left his home in
the capital Ulaanbaatar and thrown into a minibus. He was later freed
and the jet allowed to leave after a stand-off between the Mongolian
and Turkish governments.

‘Money man’ grabbed 
Turkey says its spies in Sudan repatriated businessman Mem-

duh Cikmaz in November 2017. Ankara claims he was Gulen’s
“money man”. —AFP 

PARIS: An illustration picture shows the ANoM logo displayed on the screen of a
smartphone in Paris. —AFP

ANKARA: This handout picture shows Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan
(right) posing next to his Kyrgyz counterpart Sadyr Japarov (left) during an of-
ficial ceremony at the presidential complex in Ankara. —AFP


